and friends, certainly. And the
places we work (even on vaca
tion). Staying connected.
But while wired - or wireless -

across the U.S. and Europe.
This issue of D aem en Today
also features a story of six
women, graduates of Rosary Hill,

devices make staying in touch

who this year are celebrating 25

easier than ever before, often the

years of friendship since receiving

most satisfying communication

their diplomas. It’s a wonderful

doesn’t require a modem, or a

example of how college friends

1

broadband link. Reunions

with friends, family, or college

became lifelong friends.
Of course, while not every

classmates can take the form of

college friendship lasts a lifetime,

a large campus gathering, or a

the relationship between each

weekend trip. Staying connected

of our alumni and the College

to the people and places that

does. Our alumni are an impor

matter most helps each of us

tant part of Daemen College; our

remember what’s important to

future as well as our past. Each

These days, say those words

us. This past summer, Daemen

of you is a part of the Daemen

and a flurry of images come to

College was very pleased to have

community, and we want your

mind: cell phones, the Internet,

served as host to a memorable

ideas, comments, and involve

high-speed cable lines,

gathering of members of the

ment. Staying connected with

Blackberries - all of which have

Sisters of St. Francis, held prior

our alumni provides important

become integral parts of our

to their annual meeting at Stella

benefits for us - and you.

wired world. “24/7,” a term

Niagara. While it was a reunion

once reserved for technical and

for some, it was also a wonderful

military use, is now also a part

opportunity for members of the

of the marketing lexicon for

Daemen community to have the

Martin J. Anisman

communications devices - and

pleasure of meeting many of the

President

lifestyles - that are about always

Sisters for the first time - some

staying in touch. With family

of whom had traveled from

*

“S t a y in g c o n n e c t e d . ”
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A young girl examines a public mural in searching for a comparable handprint from many in the
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You could say the fine and perform ing arts programs are perform ing just fine!
O n campus and around the country the evidence is clear that - from painters
creating impressive canvases to actors making scripts come alive on stage, and even
a newly form ed poetry quartet - Daemen’s liberal arts orientation is making a
difference in people’s lives.
Some 120 students are enrolled as fine arts o r graphic design majors, says Kevin
J. Kegler; associate professor o f graphic design and chair o f the D epartm ent ofVisual
and Performing Arts. He explains that the fine arts side o f the equation taps into
students’ m ore personal, expressive side, while the graphic design focus is m ore
closely aligned w ith visual communication aimed at creating predetermined messages,
such as the kind o f graphic design employed in marketing campaigns.

Daemen’s Picnic, 1975

“ It’s creative problem solving in a visual way” Kegler says o f the graphic design
program, where graduates might w o rk in, say, an ad agency helping clients establish
product branding and corporate identity
But w hether students envision themselves working the com puter to develop
results-oriented graphic images to merchandise goods and services, o r ensconced in
a private studio, painting o r sculpting th e ir next masterpiece, all o f them receive a
solid foundation at Daemen.
‘The philosophy o f our departm ent is that we feel very strongly that students are
better graphic designers if they have a strong, traditional fine arts base to build from,”
says Kegler Daemen, fo r instance, requires that graphic design majors take five drawing
courses - a requirem ent “ unheard o f” at most other places, he points o u t
Most other institutions contend that students should instead be on the computer;
working directly on what the finished piece will be. “W e disagree,” Kegler states. “Just
as in other disciplines, such as developing language, you don’t just jum p right into a
conversation - you need to leam words and grammar N o t until then can one create
dialogue. And then poetry. In a way, a graphic designer is like a visual poe t”

Daemen’s Miracle Worker, 1981

Poetry

Motion

place, and plans call for reestablishment of a

If this article were a documentary on the arts

major in theatre, according to Christian M.

at Daemen, the camera would now cut to Dr.

Brandjes, assistant professor of theatre.

Peter A. Siedlecki, Dean of Daemen’s Division

Just as Kegler noted earlier that fine arts

of Arts & Sciences. Siedlecki, together with

students need a bedrock education in tradi- .

Christopher F Wilson, Director of Academic

tional art concepts as well as current techno

Computing at Daemen and formerly a theatre

logical skills, so too Brandjes is a strong liberal

instructor at the college; Wilson’s wife, Toni,

arts proponent. “People need a sense of

cofounder of TOY; and Siedlecki’s wife, Lynnette

context in which they live and the history out

Mende, have formed a Poetry Quartet.

of which that context sprang,” he believes.

The unique foursome addresses a lament

“In New York City I taught at a conservatory.

voiced by Siedlecki: “There’s so much good

Students there were getting good training as

poetry that isn’t being read, that people don’t

actors, but they didn’t have a whole lot of real

know about,” he says. “The Quartet is an

knowledge and a real facility with literature,

opportunity to remind people of the good

writing, and other things I believe are vital.”

stuff that’s been written.”
Siedlecki says the Poetry Quartet draws

Brandjes explains that for a student, theatre
skills create a presence - both vocally and

on “Chris’s wonderful, deep voice” and Toni’s

physically, when it comes to things like public

“animation,” among other individual skills,

speaking, whether formal or impromptu. “The

and employs certain staging techniques -

control and awareness of self is something

dramatic lighting, for one - to ultimately

that’s missing with a lot of people, and which

“translate a circumstance,” as Siedlecki defines

a lot of fields don’t really consider,” he adds.

what poetry is about.
From a poetry platform, the camera logically
pans to the more conventional actor’s stage.

Connecting with
Daemen’s mission
“The dynamic of the ensemble is what I’m

In the Spotlight

most interested in, when it comes to theatre,”

Daemen College’s fine and performing arts

Brandjes continues. “People working together

also involves theatre - a program experiencing

to create. That connects really strong with

something of a revival these days, and boasting

Daemen’s mission. How do these people

an impressive cast of successful graduates.

achieve the greatest ends together? Working

While Daemen presently doesn’t have a
theatre major, a minor was recently put in

as a group to solve problems as efficiently
and usefully as possible.”

Rosalind Cramer

She developed

of my students,” she notes. “That personal

the idea for the

interest, and being able to do what I

Theatre of Youth

wanted to do, the way I wanted to do it,

in 1972, during

allowed me to continue beyond Daemen.”

her Rosary Hill
years, after attend

bringing MusicalFare, Buffalo’s top-rated

ing an internation

musical theatre company, to the Daemen

al convention on

campus. Sheila McCarthy, a 1971 theatre

children’s theatre

arts graduate of Daemen, has been helping

in Albany, accom

to run the show since, in concert with

panied by Toni

Randy Kramer, MusicalFare’s accomplished

Smith Wilson,

artistic and executive director.

who co-founded
TOY with Cramer.
“In Europe,

He believes the small size is one of

Cramer was also instrumental in

McCarthy is an actress, singer,
director, and instructor of theatre at Erie
Community College and Buffalo State

children’s theatre

College. She - like so many connected to

was very well

the arts at Daemen, past and present - tips

received, even a

her hat to Cramer. “Ros came in when I

priority, and we were very excited about

was a freshman at Rosary Hill,” McCarthy

the strengths of the theatre program at

it,” remembers Cramer. That’s the kind of

recalls. “She was instrumental in teaching,

Daemen. “I want to honor that, as

supportive environment the College has

directing and promoting professionalism.

opposed to a huge, traditional actor

been, she notes, declaring, “TOY might

She helped me realize there was no ques

training program,” he explains. “I want

not have been possible in some other

tion I was going into this as a profession.”

to use our emphasis on community, and

place. But at Daemen, there was a certain

the social awareness and small size to

amount of autonomy. People were open

McCarthy went on to earn her MFA degree

introduce students to a more adventur

to new things, the College was growing,

from Penn State, where she was a member

ous side of theatre.”

and they wanted ideas.”

of its resident theatre company - an expe

The theatre adventure at the College

After graduating from Rosary Hill,

rience for which she acknowledges her

the ball rolling, back when Daemen was

Theatre Grads
on the Job

Rosary Hill. She created TOY (Theatre of

Cramer, who holds a BFA degree in

D.C. and New York City, she returned to

Youth), and was the catalyst for so much

theatre from Boston University, and a

Western New York. In the spring, she’s

of what evolved over the years.

master’s from Columbia University

scheduled to direct veteran Buffalo actor

Teachers College, says her experience at

Saul Elkin in “Old Wicked Songs” by

ing as an Elder Hostel instructor in the

Daemen has influenced her long career

John Marans, produced by Elkin’s Jewish

atre arts, in association with Massachusetts

in the field. “Daemen is a small, intimate

Repertoire Theatre. “I want to do more

College of Liberal Arts, in the Berkshires.

place, and I’m still in touch with many

directing, I want to do more singing, I

really began when Rosalind Cramer got

Cramer now spends summers work

Rosary Hill training solidly prepared her.
After spending time in Washington,

want to do more acting,” she says. “I love
it all. I’ve realized that, if I keep focused, it
will happen. Everything that’s happened to
me has been miraculous. I thank God for
it. It will happen if you keep that focus.”
Another successful alumnus, Joel Gori
7 2 , is artistic director of Metamorphosis
Performing Company in Reading,
Pennsylvania, where he wears many hats.
Gori proudly acknowledges that he makes
his living in theatre, and his work is varied
and always interesting.
“On the elementary level, the company

From Daemen to
New York City

before you can apply to be franchised.
The only way to know how to be an
is a theatrical agent in New York City.
agent is to work under one. There’s
She’s been at the job for about eight
no school for this.
years, having opened her own Manhattan
“I don’t handle that many actors,
office - Meg Pantera the Agency, Inc.
but the people I do handle work! For
As an agent, Pantera handles actors
example, I represent an actor who did
for TV, film, Broadway, regional theatre,
‘Cuckoo’s Nest’ on Broadway, and ‘25th
and soap operas. “I’m what they refer to
as a boutique agency, meant to be small,”

bullying and civility issues, and also child
abuse,” says Gori. The programs are per
formed by an ensemble of three, and there
are also solo shows done in movement
theatre style, he notes.
On the college level, Metamorphosis
performs issue-oriented interactive theatre
on diversity, sexual communication and
drinking issues. “I also conduct communication/perception workshops,” says Gori.
“For 20 years I’ve been a rostered artist
doing residencies with the Pennsylvania
Council on the Arts. I’m also a guest
teacher and for many years was an adjunct

Top left and lower right:

at Bucknell University.”

productions of Jolsen &

Scenes from MusicalFare’s
Company, and Sophie
Tucker: Last o f the Red

started three years ago, called the Reading

Hot Mamas.

Theater Project, aims to present theatre

Top right and lower left:

Says Gori: “We often do original work, but
will do other newer or older works that are
germane to the issues of our community.”

you have to first work for an agent

Daemen theatre department graduate,

I have scripted that deal with safe schools,

that’s relevant to the Reading community.

It takes years to be an agent, because

Meg Pantera, meanwhile, a 1976

currently presents information programs

He explains that a non-profit theatre he

she explains. “And it’s a challenge.

Sheila McCarthy, 7 1 , and
Ms. McCarthy in character
for a production of Wings.

On a more serious note, she acknowl
edges the major contribution her Daemen
College experience made to her profes
sional success. “Ros Cramer was my
teacher, and she was great. She had some
very good people working there. When
I went to Daemen it was a very special
thing that was happening there. What Ros
did was spectacular, and I walked out
feeling I received a very solid educational
basis for theatre and for entering the world
in terms of what I needed.”
Pantera, in fact, took over from
Rosalind Cramer as artistic director of
Theatre of Youth, handling those duties
from 1984 to 1990. She met her husband,
Lenard Petit, and moved to New York
City, where they reside in Brooklyn.

Above: Phil McAndrew, Graphic Design, ’0 7

Hour’ with Ed Norton, and is scheduled

and one of the many illustrations he pro
duced during a summer internship working
at The Post-Standard, in Syracuse, N.Y.
Bottom: Meg Pantera, 7 6 . Below: Ms. Pantera
is pictured alongside Peter Kiklowicz, B.EA.
7 6 , in a Daemen Theatre Department pro
duction of Picnic.

to play in ‘Dracula’ at the actor’s theatre
in Louisville. The actor was also slated to

There are plenty of schools that hire

be on an HBO show and has done guest

performing and fine arts graduates, and

appearances on TV’s ‘Law & Order.’”

Kevin Kegler makes it clear that art educa

Pantera says her work occasionally

tion is another important aspect of this

can take some quirky turns. She recalls:

career field. There’s a collaboration

“One day I had a man walk into my

between Daemen’s Education Department,

office. He was a big guy. He’d worked in

and students who take a fair amount of

Coney Island on the boardwalk, and was

studio courses and then add education

looking for representation.

courses, all usually aimed at students’

“‘What do you do?’ I asked him. ‘I do

desire to eventually teach high school art.

all kinds of things,’ he said, and took out

In addition, the illustration program at

a 3-inch nail, grabbed the stapler off my

Daemen is the only four-year program

desk, and proceeded to hammer it up his

of its kind in Western New York.

nose. I told him that if I ever needed him,

6

The Education
Connection

And Kegler says Daemen arts graduates

I’d let him know,” Pantera remembers

are making the leap from academics to

with a deadpan chuckle.

on-the-job. “We have or have had gradu-

ates working at Buffalo Spree magazine,

“They were creating something they

The Buffalo News, Western New York Family

could be proud of, something that

Magazine, and most major advertising

was part of their identity: images of

firms locally, in New York City, and

themselves, possessions, religious icons,”

beyond,” he proudly points out.

says Kegler about how the experience

One of the most memorable experiences

affected the local children and teens.

shared by some members of the art

“There are hundreds of different little

department is a special trip made to the

stories in these murals.. ..Visual commu

Dominican Republic as part of the college’s

nication crosses the bridge of any lan

popular Students Without Borders initia

guage barrier. At first, we were outsiders

tive. Kegler had taken a group of five art

walking in, but by mid-week, they’d

majors - including graphic design, art

bring us old baseball gloves and we’d go

education, and painting majors - to work

out on a dusty field and we all had such

directly with people in the community

a great time. Through our interaction, it

there, especially children.

was about giving. They gave us an awful

Their task was to create a large mural

lot. It was about giving back and forth.”

at a clinic in the village of Progreso Dos.
But it was far more than just the technical
aspects of designing and executing a
large-scale, 40-ft. by 10-ft. public painting.
It spoke volumes about the interaction
among people, and the spanning of inter
national differences in order to reach a
common sense of togetherness.

Right: snapshots from the Students Without
Borders project in the Dominican Republic.
Below: a finished mural on a building which
serves as both medical clinic and schoolhouse.
The Spanish slogan reads: “God com mands to us
to live without drugs.”

Administration_______
Cheryl Bird has
been named Executive
Director of the
Daemen Center for
Sustainability & Civic
Engagement. Cheryl is
a graduate of Oswego
State University.

Sherrie Gustas
has joined the Daemen
College Office of the
President as Executive
Assistant. She was
formerly Administrative
Assistant to the Vice
President for Academic
Affairs. Sherrie holds a
B.S. in Mental Health
and Human Services
from Medaille College, and an M.S. in
Higher Education Administration from
Buffalo State College.
Danielle D. LaMarre
has been named
Assistant Coordinator
in the Daemen
Learning Center.
Danielle holds a Master
of Science in College
Student Personnel and
Administration from
Canisius College
(2004), and a Bachelor
of Science in Geography from State
University of New York at Cortland (2002).
Lauren Metzger was
named Assistant Director
of Annual Giving &
Alumni Relations fol
lowing her graduation
from Daemen. She
received a Bachelor of
Arts in psychology
during the May, 2005
Commencement
ceremonies.

Doris Murphy has joined the Daemen
College Office of Academic Affairs as
the Administrative Assistant for the
Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of the College. Ms.
Murphy joined Daemen after serving as
Operations Manager/Human Resource
Administrator at Design dba Buffalo
Granite and Marble.
Tania Sorrentino has been named
Academic Advisor.
She holds an M.S. in
Counselor Education
and Human Services
from Canisius
College; an M.S. in
Elementary Ed from
SUNY Buffalo; and a
B.S. in Elementary
Ed from SUNY
Geneseo.
Tamica Oaks has been named Academic
Advisor. She is
working on an M.S.
in Student Personnel
Administration
at Buffalo State
College. In addition,
she holds an M.S.
in Multidisciplinary
Studies in Urban
Education and
Urban Planning
from Buffalo State, and a B.A. in Political
Science from Bennett College.

Faculty
Joe Argenio has
been named
Administrative
Director of Auxiliary
Programs in
Education. He holds
a B.A. and an Ed.M.
from the State
University of New
York at Buffalo.

Matthew Graziano
has been named
Assistant Professor
in the Daemen
Physician Assistant
Program.

Sharon Held, P.T.,
D.P.T., M.S., P.C.S.,
Associate Professor
of Physical Therapy,
D.P.T., has been
named Chair of the
Physical Therapy
Department. She
holds Bachelor of
Science and Doctor
of Physical Therapy
degrees from Daemen College, and Master
of Science from the State University of New
York at Buffalo.
Shawn Kelley,
Associate Professor
of Philosophy and
Religious Studies
and Chair of the
Department, has
been named Full
Professor. Kelley holds
a Bachelor of Arts
from the College of
Holy Cross; his Ph.D.
is from Vanderbilt University.
Kevin Kegler,
Assistant Professor of
Graphic Design, and
Chair, Department of
Visual and Performing
Arts, has been grant
ed tenure, and named
Associate Professor.
Kegler holds Bachelor
of Arts and Master of
Arts Degrees from
the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Theresa Kolodziej,
P.T., D.P.T., M.S.,
has been named
Director of the
Transitional Doctor
of Physical Therapy
Degree Program.

Brenda Young,
Associate Professor
of Biology and Chair
of the Daemen
Natural Science
Department, has
been named
President of the
Faculty Senate.

New V.P. for
Student Affairs
Richanne Mankey has been named
Vice President for Student Affairs.
Mankey has served as Dean of
Students since her arrival in 2003.
She will continue to be a member
of the Daemen President’s Cabinet,
and will serve as Daemen’s chief
administrative officer responsible
for managing all aspects of student
life programming.
Since arriving at Daemen, Mankey
has taken on additional responsibili
ties, including managing Food
Services, and Orientation and
Transition Services. Together with the
Daemen Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Mankey is also responsible
for managing Daemen’s participation
in the Woodhull Experience, an
annual retreat for women at the
Woodhull Institute for Ethical

Leadership in
Ancramdale,
New York,
focusing on
expanding
opportunities
and building
ethical leader
ship skills.
In addition to her new responsibil
ities, Mankey will continue to manage
Daemen housing and residence life
programs; student affairs program
ming and activities planning; multi
cultural development; student health
care; and Greek life.
Mankey is a doctoral candidate in
the Department of Organization and
Leadership at the Teachers College,
Columbia University. She holds a
master of science in education,
social agency counseling from the
University of Dayton, and a bachelor
of arts in psychology from Ohio
Northern University.

New Dean of Division of Health &
Human Services

In April 2005, Dr. Michael Brogan, Dean
of the Daemen Division of Health and
Human Services, and Daemen Vice
President for Academic Affairs Dr. Edwin
Clausen visited Beijing University of
Chinese Medicine in the People’s Republic
of China, to secure an agreement between
Daemen and Beijing University to facili
tate an exchange of scholars, students, and
mutually agreed upon research projects.

Several new full-time faculty members have been
appointed for the 2005-06 academic year. They will be
included in the next issue of Daemen Today.

Mike Brogan, P.T., D.P.T., Ph.D.,
C.W.S. ’84, has been named Dean of
the Daemen division of Health and
Human Services. Mike is an associate
professor and former Chair of the
Department of Physical Therapy.
In addition to his responsibilities
at Daemen, he is also a wound care
specialist with Catholic Health
Systems in Buffalo, and a staff physi
cal therapist for Step-by-Step
Physical Therapy in Attica, New
York. Following his graduation from
Daemen in 1984, he was named aca
demic coordinator of clinical educa
tion, physical therapy, at the College.
He was named assistant professor in
1989, and associate professor in 1999.

Brogan’s aca
demic honors
and awards
include co
recipient of the
Robert E. Salant
Research Award,
given to a
Daemen College
research team
by the New York Physical Therapy
Association (2002 and 1996); Out
standing Faculty Award, Daemen
College (2001); and Who’s Who Among
America’s Teachers (1997, 1996).
Brogan is also a vital part of recent
success in the awarding of grant fund
ing to Daemen College science-based
research programs.

Employee Wellness Initiative Receives NY State Funds
This year, Daemen has been awarded
$49,600 as part of the Western New
York Wellness Works Initiative
(WNYWW), a program made possible
by a one million dollar grant to the
School of Public Health and Health
Professions at the University at
Buffalo, through State Senator Mary
Lou Rath. The funding - $25,000 for
year one and $24,600 for year two, will
be matched by $51,150 from Daemen
College over two years.
WNYWW provides matching funds
to companies and organizations based

on a competitive proposal process. The
UB School of Public Health and Health
Professions, in conjunction with a
community-based board of directors,
establishes program parameters and
makes the final program selections.
The goal of the WNYWW initiative is
to document the concept that making
healthy choices can improve the lives
of workers, decrease their need to use
health-care services, and also increase
productivity.
Daemen’s project will engage
employees in holistic health programs,

including weight management and
musculoskeletal and cardiovascular
fitness through education; diet and
exercise improvement; and stress reduc
tion and management. The programs
will focus on physical health, substan
tially enhancing Daemen’s existing
Holistic Health Initiative and moving
the campus to the next level of under
standing and engagement in activities
directed toward both healthier individu
als and a more balanced, supportive
work environment. The new WNYWWlinked program began this semester.

Daemen College-Seneca Babcock Partnership Awarded
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The Seneca Babcock Drama Club is all smiles after a successful performance of Cinderella in May,
2005. The Drama Club was begun in 2003 by Jessica Borek, Social Work ’05 (top row, right). Jessi
saw the need for enrichment programs for the children of Seneca Babcock through her work in this
community with the Daemen College/Seneca Babcock Partnership. Through Jessi’s leadership, the
Drama Club has produced four shows so far: Lion King, Wizard of Oz, Peter Pan and Cinderella.
The impact of the Drama Club has been remarkable: the children have grown not only in ability,
but in confidence, self esteem and self worth.
Other Daemen students involved with the Drama Club include Alicia Viltrakis, Physician
Assistant ’0 9, Katherine (Kat) Beyer, Social Work ’0 7, the new Drama Club Director (second row,
right), and Kerry McMahon, Political Science ’0 7 (top row, right).
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The Daemen College-Seneca Babcock
Partnership has been honored with a
Civic Empowerment Award. Presented
by the Buffalo Niagara All-America City
Committee, the Civic Empowerment
Awards Program recognizes successful
collaborations between citizens, gov
ernment, businesses and non-profits
in finding solutions to civic challenges
in our communities.
Since 1998, Daemen students
and faculty have provided services to
low-income residents in the Seneca
Babcock neighborhood through the
Partnership, a project of the Daemen
College Center for Sustainable
Communities and Civic Engagement
(CSCCE). The mission of the CSCCE
is to provide students with an educa
tion that clearly links the well-being
of the communities in which they live
to their level of civic engagement.

mpusnew

$925,000 Awarded to Center for
Wound Healing and Research

Dr. Laura Edsberg

Daemen College has been awarded
$925,000 from the U.S. Department of
Defense for The Center for Wound
Healing Research. The funding was
requested by Representative Thomas
M. Reynolds, (R) Clarence as part of
the 2005 defense spending bill; it is
being administered through the U.S.
Department of Defense, Army Medical
Research & Material Command
(USAMRMC).
Daemen President Dr. Martin J.
Anisman noted that treatment of chronic
wounds represents a growing, difficult,
and costly challenge to U.S. medical
researchers.
“The incidence of chronic wounds
is increasing as our population ages.
The wounds are painful and may lead
to a number of complications including
loss of limb or death. In addition, care
for these wounds is very expensive estimates for each wound’s treatment
range from forty to seventy thousand
dollars. In the United States, over one
billion dollars is spent annually treating
chronic wounds.
“This funding will assist the team at
Daemen in conducting research toward
developing a diagnostic tool, which will

evaluate the healing process in chronic
wounds,” he continued. “The results
will be important in the development
of new treatments for chronic and
immediate post-injury wounds.”
Dr. Laura Edsberg, Director of
The Natural & Health Sciences Research
Center and The Center for Wound
Healing Research at Daemen, is principal
investigator of the grant.
“Chronic wounds are wounds that do
not heal, as compared to acute wounds.
These wounds include infections, pres
sure ulcers, diabetic ulcers, bums, radia
tion, frostbite, venous ulcers and arterial
ulcers. A standard tool for evaluation of
wounds, to determine if treatment is suc
cessful at the earliest time possible, is
necessary and long overdue. This project
is the first step leading to the formation of
a standard for wound treatment evalua
tion and a better understanding of the
healing of chronic wounds and, ultimate
ly, fewer chronic wounds.”
Work at Daemen’s Research Center
supports initiatives such as Healthy
People 2010, a set of health objectives set
forth by the federal government for the
nation to achieve over the first decade of
the new century. A major objective of this
agenda is to reduce the proportion of
long-term care patients with a current
diagnosis of pressure ulcers.
The Natural and Health Sciences
Research Laboratory at Daemen has
been made possible in part through
support from The George I. Alden Trust
and The Edward J. Kavanaugh
Foundation, and The James H.
Cummings Foundation.

IP "

In July of 2005, Daemen
was awarded $20,058 from
the Department of Health
and Human Services for
Advanced Education Nursing

111

Traineeships. Funds will be
used toward scholarships for
individuals in Daemen’s
graduate nursing programs.
This is the seventh year that
Daemen has received this grant.
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CBS News Correspondent Dan Rather

CBS Evening News for 24 years,

addressed the Daemen College Class

received an honorary degree from

of 2005 at ceremonies May 21, at

Daemen following his address. He is

Kleinhans in Buffalo. In his remarks,

currently a correspondent for 60 Minutes.

Rather said that he did not recall who

The College recognized three

spoke at his commencement, or what

students with special presentations.

was said. But he hoped that the mem

Mary Bellanca, an Amherst resident

bers of Daemen’s graduating class would

majoring in Childhood Education (Social

take four words - Winston Churchill’s

Studies) received the College’s most

words to a graduating class in Britain

prestigious academic award for maintain

many years ago - with them from this

ing a 4.0 grade point average throughout

day forward: “Never, ever, ever quit.”

her undergraduate years. The award is

Over four hundred sixty students

named in honor of Charles L. Lumsden, a

received degrees from Daemen

former chairman of the Daemen College

College during the College’s 2005

Board of Trustees.

Commencement. Rather, who was
anchor and managing editor for the

Abby Rose Millner, a Rochester
resident who graduated with a degree as

From Top: CBS News Correspondent Dan Rather addresses the Daemen College Class of 2005.
Daemen President Dr. Martin Anisman presents 2005 Commencement speaker Dan Rather with
an honorary degree.
Dan Rather expresses thanks to Daemen College Board of Trustees Chair Caroline Hassett Buerk ’59,
after receiving an honorary degree.
Daemen College President Dr. Martin Anisman presents Abby Rose Millner, a Rochester resident who
graduated with a degree as a Physician Assistant, with the 2005 Daemen College President’s Award.

commmcement

a Physician Assistant, received the 2005

knowing a word of English. Baker

told the students that they could

Daemen College President’s Award.

graduated from Daemen with a degree

accomplish anything they set their

Each year, the award goes to the student

in Business Administration, and was

minds to, “with no excuses, no cop-

who has demonstrated an outstanding

named to Who’s Who in American Colleges

outs, no being a victim.” He said that

record of leadership and involvement

and Universities.

if the students took another phrase

in the College community, in addition

Rather said that few moments in life

to an outstanding concern for his/her

can bring as much pride as commence

fellow students.

ment day, and that both students and

The Mary Angela Canavan Award is

from today’s commencement, it should
be, “If it is to be, it is up to me.”
He also reminded everyone in the

their parents should be justly proud of

audience that “Democracy is not a

named for the second president of the

this achievement, adding that while the

spectator sport. Take part in the

College, and is presented to the student

concept of achievement has often been

national process of elections, make

who best exemplifies a dedication to and

lessened or cheapened in recent years,

sure you vote, not only for president

enthusiasm for campus life. The 2005

that the completion of a degree stands

every four years, but in your local

award was presented to Baker Nsubuga.

as a real, significant accomplishment.

elections as well - those for town

Baker, who was bom in Uganda, East

He said that often the biggest question

councils and school boards. They are

Africa, and moved with his mother to

asked of new college graduates is “What

just as important to the quality of life

Poughkeepsie at the age of eight, not

are you going to do with your life?” He

in every community.”

That’s what the Daemen College Center

Belt United, with the goal of providing

for Sustainable Communities, together

positive outlets and opportunities for

with the University at Buffalo Economic

activities,” said Gary Milton, acting

Development Clinic, Teen Challenge, and

president of the organization. “Members

the Locust Street Art School, collaborated

who grew up in the Fruit Belt recall a

on one sunny July day last summer.
Together, the organizations received
a $35,000 grant from Home Depot

Neighborhood House with a basketball
court and a range of after-school pro
grams. W ithout this new playground,

and KaBoom, a national organization

there is only one tot lot with a rusted

dedicated to building safe playgrounds in

swing and slide for a five-block radius.

areas that need them most. This project

Our children deserve better. We’re all

was for Fruit Belt United, Inc., a commu

about working for change.”

nity organization on Buffalo’s East Side,

Home Depot employees assisted vol

lor the construction of new playground

unteers from Daemen, Fruit Belt United

equipment there.

and other organizations in constructing

“Youth is the main focus of Fruit

the playground on Mulberry Street.

Passion is a t Heart o f Men's
Soccer Team and its Coach
Two seniors also meet the definition of
“breakthrough,” according to Pawlik. One
is returning captain Steve Lamb, who hails

remembers, “but I especially loved soccer.
It just felt right, it just felt natural.”
In fact, it was just before he took the

from Rochester. And there’s goalie Brandon

coaching job at Daemen that, sadly, his

Gravino, from Palmyra, described by

father passed on. “I had just lost my father,

Pawlik as “exceptional. In my opinion,

I was taking care of my family business, my

through the four years I’ve been doing this

mother was trying to hold everything

at this level, he’s the best goalkeeper I’ve

together,” Pawlik explains.

ever seen. He’s the first person I’ve ever
recruited and he’s something special.”
All this great soccer energy is directed

He credits his irrepressible love of the
game as one of the reasons he took the job
at Daemen. “Another thing that drove my

by Pawlik and his new assistant coach,

decision is that the people at the College

In the words of Lee Iacocca: “If you can find a

Ryan Leaver, a graduate student in physical

are great,” Pawlik acknowledges. “It’s a

better car, buy it.” That kind of confidence

therapy, who resides in St. Catherines,

small place and so helpful. Everyone knows

seems to fit the men’s soccer coach at Daemen,

Ontario, and once played for nationally

everyone. Working for Don Silveri has been

Randy Pawlik. He’s got a passion for the sport

ranked Roberts Wesleyan College in

a huge pleasure. He’s great to work for.”

and a commitment to excellence that puts him

Rochester. In fact, Leaver was once himself

in the driver’s seat when it comes to steering

a professional soccer player. “He’ll bring

soccer, and he is in the Western New York

the 22-member Wildcats team.

some new ideas,” Pawlik enthuses.

men’s premier division of the Buffalo District

Chat with Pawlik for just a few minutes and

Soccer is far from a new idea in coach

His older daughter and his son both play

Soccer League and runs the West Seneca

you’ll discover an infectious love for the game.

Pawlik’s world. The 37-year-old, who runs

team. He also coaches the West Seneca

As a player/coach, he’s exacdy what the doctor

his own elevator installation and repair

house league in which his daughter plays.

seems to have ordered for a team that’s six years

business when he’s not coaching, started

old (he’s coached it the last four) and features

playing the game in the second grade in

some impressive young talent on its roster.

his hometown of West Seneca. “I was

“There’s great activity kids have with the

extremely active and did everything,” he

game. In baseball, there’s a lot of downtime.

Pawlik cites a few players added this year
about whom he’s super excited. One is Adam
Groff, a freshman physical therapy major from
Lockport, New York, who the coach describes
as “a premier talent. What I have in myself I
see in him. He’s got the fire and the passion
for the game. He’s going to be a great player.”
Then there’s Scott Jablonka, a junior from
Syracuse who was an all-state player in high
school and “one of our leaders,” Pawlik states.
“He’s a very good soccer player.”

What Pawlik loves about the sport he
insists his Daemen players enjoy, too.

......

But soccer encom

utes of soccer with their foot to the floor,

inside a soccer player that makes the big

and I’ve never been more proud of them,

of being outdoors

difference. “W hen two players are standing

even though we lost. At this level, there

and being part of a

across from each other, it’s a question of

are life lessons to be learned, whether it’s

team. It can be an

who’s got the bigger heart. That’s the

soccer, or family, or a job. You do it to the

aggressive game.

essence of the game. If you’ve got a big

best of your ability, and then you can hon-

You get out of this

heart but don’t give 100 percent, what

esdy say you did your best and nobody

■ I

game exactly what

good is it? It’s wasted.”

can ever fault you for doing your best.”

B

you put into it. You

B9L
Captain Steve Lamb

Indeed, coach Pawlik believes it’s what’s

passes the activity

can’t fool soccer.
“Kids get to

What isn’t being wasted is Pawlik’s
coaching talent. In 2004, when the Wildcats

Helping coach Pawlik stay on top
of his game is his wife, Tammy, whom

played Houghton College, they lost 1 to 0,

he credits with being unconditionally

participate, they get to touch the ball, they

and Houghton’s been one of the best teams

supportive during his many hours away

get to be all over the field - on offense and

in the conference. But the year before that,

from the family to see his Daemen

defense. They get a taste of everything and

they beat the Daemen squad 17 to 0.

learn the game from the inside out.”

“My team went out and played 90 min

soccer team through. She even goes on
road trips with him once or twice a year.

By Paul Chimera
Maybe the motto in the Vasquez
home should be, “The family that
kicks together sticks together!”
Hector Vasquez has certainly
been kicking things up for the
women’s soccer team at Daemen,
since he not only became its head
coach in 2004, but gets to share
some of the duties with assistant
coach Bianca Vasquez, his
24-year-old daughter.
“My life is soccer,” says Hector,
who was born and raised in
Guatemala and came to the
United States in 1972, where he
worked for a ceramic tile compa
ny in New Jersey. He and his wife,
Elizabeth, moved to Buffalo in 1973.

Having played semi-professional

pH'

But players and coaches adapt to the
circumstances. And the Vasquez’s note that

soccer in his native country, Hector

there is a plus side to this: “Most students

started coaching in Buffalo in 1984

playing soccer are attracted to the College’s

and opened his own club, the River

physical therapy major first. Then they love
fjSka

side Express Soccer Club, in 1987.

Started Flaying a t Age5
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“Everyone would love to see the playing

long for her father’s love of the game to mb off

field a bit closer, but, until then, we’ll keep

on her. She actually started getting her kicks

building a solid team that can play tough.”

from the sport at the astonishingly innocent

In 2004, the women’s team ended the

age of 3. “I’d bring her to teach the other girls

was coaching at Holy Angels Academy, where
during his 11-year tenure he had an unbeliev
able 148-18-5 record.
During that time, Hector made it to 10
straight Monsignor Martin Catholic League
finals and won six division championships.

“After they connect academically to
Daemen, then they connect with the team.
And that’s how we turn them into believers.

When Bianca was bom in 1981, it didn’t take

to play soccer,” Hector remembers, when he

the way we run practice,” says Bianca.

declares (they really d o ....the translation:

season with 7 wins, 8 losses. That was a

players don’t get a thirst-relieving drink

kicked-up-a-notch improvement over the

until they’ve demonstrated they’ve worked

previous year’s 4 and 10 results. As Daemen

hard enough to earn it). Another mantra

Today was going to press, the team had

players hear chanted from the Vasquez

racked up a 5-6 win/loss record, having

coaching staff is “One more drill... one

played the toughest teams in the confer

more drill... one more drill!”

ence. Hector and Bianca cite Kim Walker,

They admit they occasionally butt

a junior and forward on the team, as a

He also has five years’ experience coaching for

heads, but Bianca demures, “I know my

standout player. During the 2004 season,

the Olympic Development Program. He has

role. I never question what my father is

Walker led the team in scoring, and was

coached numerous players who have gone

thinking. He’s very experienced. I’ll jump

second team all-conference. Jill Gangloff,

on to play at the college level and even into

up and do a drill during his absence, but

a junior who is normally a defender, has

professional ranks.

during games everything is his call. I know

handled goalkeeper duties exceptionally

my role. Dad does soccer, I do the paper

well, the coaches agree.

The early father-daughter interaction on
the soccer field accounts for a kind of mirror
ing between Hector and Bianca. Observers

work, the recruiting and scheduling.”
Bianca graduated from West Virginia

often point out that the two exhibit the same

University with a B.S. degree in Athletic

mannerisms, such as putting their hands

The father-daughter coaching team was
a logical choice for athletic director Don
Silveri, when he was looking for a compe

Coaching Education and played for

tent and committed coach and assistant

over their face to express momentary disap

two years at Lasell College in Newton,

coach who knew the game well, loved it,

pointment. Or putting the soccer balls away,

Massachusetts, where she was an all

and had the right attitude.

almost automatically, and a bit prematurely,

conference performer and team MVP She’s

when the team commits a “stupid” mistake.
Another thing this unique father-daughter
coaching duo shares is a no-nonsense attitude

“We love the game,” says Hector. “I

served as both an assistant and head coach

get to spend time with my dad,” Bianca

in the family’s Soccer Club since 2001.

replies, when asked why she enjoys her

One thing Bianca and her dad do

assistant coaching role so well. “It’s in our

when it comes to team discipline and a

together, in addition to coaching the

blood,” Hector adds, in describing the ulti

rigorous commitment to learning the sport

Daemen team, is travel: to the games, as

mate kick he gets out of the game. “In a

well. Bianca, who’s working on her master’s

well as to practice. Since a regulation

good game of soccer, a player can lose 9

degree in physical education, admits she’s the

soccer field - 75 feet wide and between

pounds and run 7 miles!”

tough one of the coaching couple, recalling

110 and 120 feet in length - doesn’t fit

undergoing her father’s demanding training.

on the Daemen campus, the men’s and

Vasquez family is putting into women’s

women’s soccer teams utilize off-campus

soccer at Daemen College. And the return

fields. The women’s field is presently a 20-

on that investment is impressive.

“One More Drill!''
“We don’t believe in water,” Bianca bluntly

That’s the kind of sweat equity the

minute drive from Amherst, in West Seneca.
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This fall brings a lot of changes to the Department
of Alumni Relations. At this writing, the search for a
new Director of Annual Giving and Alumni Relations is
winding down. Several very strong candidates have visit
ed the campus during the past few weeks and we expect
to make an offer soon. We are committed to hiring the
best qualified professional who brings not only the
appropriate experience with him or her, but also the
optimal “fit" to the Daemen/Rosary Hill culture. During
the interim, Assistant Director Lauren Metzger '05 has
ably worked to oversee the programs already in place.
In mid-October, the College held its annual Alumni
and Family Weekend. Offering a wide array of events
and activities, the weekend featured well-attended

reunions for members of the Classes of 1955 and 1960.
Members of both classes attended a Commemorative
Mass, enjoyed a reception and dinner, and then joined
the rest of the Daemen community with many laughs at
the topical hum or of comedian Bobby Collins.
Additionally, the 9th Annual Charles McDougald
Memorial 5K Run and Walk was held October 22. This
day honors the memory of Charles McDougald, a 1985
Daemen College graduate and City of Buffalo police offi
cer, who lost his life in the line of duty. The McDougald
Run continues to be a popular event on the racing circuit.
This fall also saw a revamping of the Daemen College
Alumni Relations website. The new and improved site
offers news from alumni relations, and makes it easier
for class notes and events to be posted. Check the web
site for all that is happening at Daemen - we welcome
your feedback!
The very active Buffalo Chapter was pleased to host
members of the Sisters of St. Francis on campus in
August to launch their annual meeting and retreat. It
was a noteworthy event, featuring a picnic and tours of
the campus and Rosary Hall for the 30 alumni and 50
Sisters who attended (photos from the afternoon are on
page 22). In addition, several more events are now being
planned for the 2005/2006 academic year: the annual
Easter Bunny Brunch; theater events including a night at
MusicalFare, Western New York’s top musical theatre
performance company (they're right on the Daemen
campus!); and the annual Holiday Party. This past sum
mer, members of the Rochester Chapter enjoyed a the
atre event of their own: catching a performance of "A
Chorus Line” at the GeVa Theatre.
On campus, the always busy Daemen Student
Alumni Ambassadors started off the academic year sell
ing Welcome Back t-shirts (designed by Michelle Kment,
in Daemen’s graphic design department). The Alumni
Ambassadors have become a key part of Daemen life,
assisting with events large - speakers such as Bobby
Collins - and small. Each of you, our alumni, is a key
part of the Daemen community - we w ant and need
your ideas and energy. There are always opportunities
to volunteer. Let us know what you think! With your
involvement, we’re looking forward to a great year.

(X. GsuO&j&JLLt
David A. Cristantello, Ph.D.
Vice President for External Relations

The Daemen College/Rosary Hill
Alumni Association has announced
the results o f its 2005 elections fo r
the National Board o f Governors.
The elected officers are: Catherine
LePage Campbell ’84, re-elected as
Chair; Kevin Penharlow ’86, Vice
Chair; Elizabeth Kay ’64,
Treasurer; and Dr. Annmarie
George ’ 66, Secretary. Penharlow
previously held the office of
Treasurer on the Board.
Catherine Campbell is Vice
President, Corporate Sales
Administration, at HealthNow, doing
business as
BlueCross
BlueShield of
WNY, and has
been president
of the Buffalo
Chapter of
the Daemen
College/ Rosary
Hill Alumni Association. In addition
to serving as president of the Buffalo
chapter, she has actively worked
with Daemen trustees, administra
tion, faculty, and staff in helping to
promote the interests of the College.
She served as chair of the 2001
SalomonSmithBamey/ Daemen Golf
Classic, raising $34,000 for scholar
ships, and as committee co-chair of
the Spring Fashion Show. She is also
a member of the Capital Campaign
Committee.

Kevin Penharlow graduated from
Daemen College in 1986 with a
BS degree in
chemistry,
with minors
in biology and
secondary
education.
His career has
involved jobs
in pharmaceu
tical research and development,
which included research on cancer
and AIDS drugs. Following a return
to school, earning an AA degree in
occupational safety and health,
Penharlow became the safety man
ager for a rapidly growing telecom
munication company, CIENA, and
was responsible for the safety of
sites throughout the country, and
locations in Europe and Asia.
One-and-a-half years ago he
began work for SAIC, a much larger
international company, with respon
sibility for supporting the safety of
the U.S. Army’s demilitarization
program at arsenal locations. He is
currently completing his Master’s
Degree in Safety Sciences at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania. He is
past-President of the Chesapeake
Chapter of the American Society of
Safety Engineers, member of the
Board of Directors of the Safety
Council of Maryland, and a found
ing member and vice co-chair of the
Chesapeake-Potomac Chapter of the
Daemen College/Rosary Hill Alumni
Association. He is a resident of
Jarrettsville, Maryland.

After graduating from Rosary Hill
College in 1964 with a degree in
History and
Government,
Elizabeth Kay
taught at
several Buffalo
area parochial
schools. She
is also past
president of
the Alumni Board of Governors
(1977-1978).
After moving to Poland, Ohio in
1978, she was employed by the local
division of the May Company, later
known as Kaufmann’s. She retired
from Kaufmann’s in 1998, as Senior
Human Resource Manager at the
Distribution Center in North
Jackson, Ohio. After retiring she
moved to Delaware, Ohio to be
closer to her family.
Dr. Annmarie George is a 1966 grad
uate of Rosary Hill College, where
she earned her
degree in Music
Education. She
has a Master’s
Degree from
SUNY Fredonia,
and a Ph.D.
in Music
Education from
Case Western Reserve University.
Since 1973, Dr. George has been
employed as a professor at Gannon
University in Erie, Pennsylvania. In
1988, she was one of an elite group
of 28 music educators from across
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the United States to be invited
to travel to China, to teach and
instruct Chinese music educators
for over a month. From this
group, she was one of ju st six
professors whose paper was chosen
for presentation in Beijing. Most
significantly, Dr. George was the
only instructor whose presentation
paper was published in China by
the Chinese music educators.
Several articles regarding this

event were published in the PMEA
Journal; it was also represented at

has served as the founding director
of the Schuster Gallery; the Alumni

major seminars at state and nation
al music educator conferences.
Dr. George was on the founding

Recruitment Program; and the
Creative Arts Program. She has
written several articles printed in

National Board of Directors for
the National Pastoral Musicians
Association/Music Educators
Division for six years, and wus the
first Eastern Regional Coordinator
for the NPM as well. During her

regional and national publications,
serves on publishing review boards,
as well as several committees at the
university and boards of directors
locally and nationally.

tenure at Gannon University she

(L-R) Former Rosary Hill College Admissions Director DeSales
Hattenberger ’59, OSF, Joanne Moeller ’64, and Daemen Vice President
for External Relations David A. Cristantello meet in Scottsdale, Arizona.

(L-R) Former Rosary Hill College Director of Admissions DeSales
Hattenberger ’59, OSF, with Scottsdale, Arizona resident Dr. Nedra
Joyce Harrison 7 3 , in the sunny Southwest.

Marlene C. Murphy ’54 donated the painting
at left by contemporary Japanese-American
artist Jimi Suzuki, long-time professor of art
at California State University, Sacramento, in
honor of her 50th graduation year anniver
sary from Rosary Hill College. The painting
is watercolor and sumi-e ink on handmade
paper. Dedicated to her grandparents, Frank
and Abigail Schneeberger Meyer, Marlene has
been personal friends with the artist for many
years. “The painting is called ‘Looking Back’;
in a sense it is a wondrous reminiscent
encapsulation of his life” indicates Miss
Murphy. The painting will be on display in
Marian Library.

F rie n d s, faculty, a d m in istra to rs
a n d o th e r s u p p o r t e rs of D a e m e n
C o lle g e tu rn e d o ut on a beautiful
s u m m e r d a y for th e 21 s t A n n u a l
D a e m e n C o lle g e S m ith B a rn e y
G o lf C la s s ic , held J u n e 1 3 , 2 0 0 5 ,
at P a r k C o u n tr y C lu b of B u ffalo , in
W illiam sville. P r o c e e d s benefit the
D aem en C o lle g e S ch o la rsh ip Fund.
T h e c h a irm a n of th is y e a r 's
e v e n t w a s R o b e rt A . S a v a rin o .
P re sid e n t £f C E O of G P S
C o n s tr u c tio n S e r v ic e s , S a v a rin o
w a s h e a d in g u p h is s e c o n d

i

stra ig h t D a e m e n golf to u rn a m e n t.

\ D a e m e n P re sid e n t Dr. M artin

. A n is m a n n o ted th at a fter 21
y e a rs, th e D a e m e n golf to u rn a 
m e n t re m a in s a stro n g s o u r c e of
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This past summer, the Daemen campus was pleased to host a gathering of the Sisters of St. Francis. Members of the order
had arrived in Western New York from across the country and Europe, to attend the organization’s annual meeting at Stella
Niagara, and hear Sr. Briege O’Hare, who had traveled from Ireland, deliver an address to the group. The Buffalo Chapter
of the Alumni Association invited everyone to visit the College, offering members of the Order an opportunity to view the
campus, and see the many changes that have taken place in recent years. A tour of Rosary Hall, once the sole structure on
the campus - refurbished as part of Daemen’s 50th anniversary celebration - was one of the highlights of the afternoon.
“As the organization that founded Rosary Hill College, the Sisters of St. Francis are a singular part of our history,”
noted Daemen President Dr. Martin Anisman. “We are very pleased that this visit was possible, given the many different
travel schedules involved for everyone. This was an extremely enjoyable afternoon. The Sisters are always welcome here.”

Class of '67 members Mary Louise Rampolla(L) and Sister Julie
Ostrowske(C), were among those who attended the reception.

Mary Ruth Haberman ’61, co-chair of the event, wel
comes the Sisters on behalf of the Alumni Association.

Schubert ’59 enjoyed a visit to the new science labs.

The afternoon proved to be a very sociable event!

Sister Phyllis Fuest ’63 speaking with Daemen President
Dr. Martin Anisman (L) and Daemen Vice President for
Business Affairs Robert C. Beiswanger, Jr.

a building whose design and function say:
Daemen College is a leader.

Imagine a building that will exist at the heart of our
students’ education as the hub of academic research.

Imagine a building that will create a place not just for
studying but that will redefine the relationship between
Daemen College and the community.

Imagine a building...because we did.

In the coming months, Daemen College will be unveiling
the plans for our most impressive project to date

—

a 40,000

square foot, signature Center fo r Information, Research
and Community Programs. Designed as a “green, ” or
environmentally friendly, facility, our goal is nothing short
of creating a Center whose function and design educate and
inspire, a building where students and the public not only
learn, but learn about designing fo r a better community
just by being there.

We invite you to join us as we move forward in positively
redesigning our world.

Editor’s Note: Storytellers is a regularfeatu re highlighting alumni m em ories, experiences, and connections to the College. The storyteller concept
is central to Anthologies: The Campaign for Daemen. The cam paign’s goal is the construction o f a new library and inform ation center.
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o u are p anted
“l o bloom where yuou
1948, continuing my exposure to

mention a few. Everything was a first

Franciscan education and philosophy.

and Sister Georgia guided us so that

Rosary Hill was an exhilarating and

each event was organized, well thought

exciting adventure - 1 inhaled everything

out and memorable. Her guidance was

that was presented to me. My major was

simple, and direct: “Do it well or not at all.”

English and the Department was com
posed of Sr. Georgia Dunn (who had
made geometry fascinating at Sacred
Heart, and who was, probably, the

“L ife is a bancjuet - d o n ’t miss
any o f the courses!”

most inspirational teacher I ever had),
and John Masterson, who could quote
There has been much written about

As the oldest of five children, I have

from The Canterbury Tales in Chaucer’s

always been grateful to my parents, who

Old English, and who whetted our

the role of women in today’s society and

made it possible for me to attend both

appetite for Shakespeare and hidden

the need for doing, being and having it

Sacred Heart Academy and Rosary Hill

meanings. Sr. Jeanne File allowed me to

all. As I look back, I realize how blessed

College. The education of their children

try my hand at watercolor, leather tool

I have been to have had the freedom

was an important concern. When I grad

ing, calligraphy, and other interesting

over the years to pursue a completely

uated from Sacred Heart, I was awarded

things that the Art Department was

satisfying life, and there are no regrets or

a partial scholarship to Rosary Hill, and

always doing.

“if onlys.” Young women today face the

again had the full support of my parents

When Sister Georgia became Dean,

dilemma of what comes first - career or

- my Dad, especially, long before it

I had many opportunities to meet with

family. Delaying too long on the latter

became an accepted concept, believed

her since I was President of the Student

choice can present its own set of compli

that women should have the same oppor

Government Association. We worked on

cations, as will trying to do both concur

tunities as men to do and be anything.

a constitution with the SGA officers and

rently. The choices are, of course, diffi

planned many “firsts” - the first Moving

cult and very individual. Trusting in

Up Day, May Crowning, and Prom, to

God may be the only answer.

And so I became a member of Rosary
Hill College’s first class in September of

R ita Gradwohl Sweeney and Chris, her hus
band o f 5 0 years, are retired and live a fu ll life
o f travel (to six continents, over the years),
adventures, and fam ily. Residents o f Snyderstnlle,
in northeastern Pennsylvania, they have six
children: Chris,Jr.; Margaret M ary; Tim othy;
Sharon; Eileen; and Sheila; and 13 grandchildren.

C la s s o r /I

I really enjoyed taking classes there.

I became acquainted with Daemen -

They were small, and we received a lot

then Rosary Hill College - as a senior at

of personal attention from the faculty.

Williamsville Central High School, after

I learned a lot about technique, and

I was named one of the winners in the

attention to detail, from professors such

All-High Art Show at Rosary Hill. While

as Sister Jeanne File. I also took part in

I knew Rosary Hill had a wonderful

the Senior Exhibit.

reputation for fine arts, I wanted to
experience college away from home.

I graduated with a degree in fine arts,
and later found myself drawn to teaching.

Well, about a year-and-a half later, I

So, I went back to Rosary Hill - now

found myself returning to Western New

Daemen - for my teaching certificate,

York for personal reasons. And I very

and went on to teach art at Christian

series of murals, depicting water, jun

quickly found myself being recruited by

Central Academy in Williamsville.

gles, and animals. The project brought

Rosary Hill! The Admissions Office kept

Later on, I was hired for a project that

a lot of enjoyment - for members of
the church, and for me, too.

track of all the local All-High winners,

turned out to be my first “commercial

and they wanted me to attend Rosary

work” as an artist. Our church was start

Hill College as an art major - and they

ing a youth program, and had entire

you, and for me, “King’s World” literally

even came to the house to make their

rooms that were empty, with bare walls.

opened up an entire new world for me

case. I accepted their offer, and began

Not much to look at. I was given a free

as an artist.

my studies majoring in ceramics, and

hand to create, and the result, which I

L ind a D ugan m ay be contacted through her

later added a minor in painting.

called “King’s World,” gave the rooms a

website, w w w .lindadugan.com .

a!

You never know where life will take

found Must really enjoyed painting;
artwork is an essentia
oflif<

Ever since Harvard University

Hill in 1972— Mary Fran Bauer,

Murphy and Linda Madlin majored in

opened its doors in 1636, college

Cathy Carrigan, Linda (Lou) Blais

education - Mary teaches fourth grade

students have been bonding with

Madlin, Dr. Barbara Morris, and Mary

in the Shenendehowa School District

classmates— turning their shared

Scime Murphy. Rounding out the sex

near Saratoga Springs; Linda recently

academic and living experiences

tet is Christine Trombley Cashin from

retired from administration in the

into lifelong friendships of closeness

the Class of 1973. Some knew each

State Health Department in Albany.

and caring, while pledging to stay

other from high school— or even

together forever. Some actually do

grade school— in the Albany area

history and government, and now

it— not counting those who marry

before enrolling at Rosary Hill, while

teaches eighth grade social studies in

each other— but for many, Gradu

the remaining two met on campus.

the Voorheesville School District near

Chris Trombley Cashin studied

ation Day represents a parting of the

Bauer is originally from the Rochester

Albany. Mary Fran Bauer remained

ways. Contact becomes the occasion

area, while Murphy grew up near

in the Rochester area, working as a

al phone call, Christmas newsletter,

Delaware Park in Buffalo.

human resources director for the

Not surprisingly, their academic

or maybe an alumni reunion.

and working careers took vastly

But that was not the case for

Catholic Diocese there. Barbara Morris
is a pediatrician in Saratoga Springs.

six young women from around New

different paths. English major Cathy

York who entered then-Rosary Hill

Carrigan currently administers a large

Rosary Hill we said that we’d always

College in the fall of 1968 and 1969;

federal office in Glens Falls. Mary

stick together, but after graduation we

“When we were all students at

the friendships they subse

drifted apart for a time,”

quently formed have stood the
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test of time. The six now get
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ball weekend for the husbands.

going to be once a year,” Mary

This fall the women plan to

Fran continues.

their togetherness with an

Cathy picks up the story.

October weekend of fine din

“Some had kind of lost

ing, theater-going, shopping
New York City. Five of the
group graduated from Rosary

sent out an invitation to get
together. At first, it was just

mark the 25th anniversary of

and general camaraderie in

careers and our families. But
then, in 1980, Cathy Carrigan

once, in the fall, when it’s
ladies-only. There’s also a foot

going to graduate school, or
just starting out with our

together three times a year twice with their families and

Mary Fran recalls. “We were

touch with each other, but
All together for the wedding of Gregory Murphy on May 29, 2005.
(L-R) Barbara Morris ’72, Mary Scime Murphy ’72 (mother of the
groom), Cathy Carrigan ’72, Chris Trombley Cashin ’73, Mary Fran
Bauer ’72 and Linda (Lou) Blais Madlin ’72.

I’d just moved into a large
apartment with enough
space to entertain everyone.

So, I thought, ‘Why not have them

her husband on Sacandaga Lake in

come for a weekend?’ It was going

the Adirondacks.

to be a barbecue, and some stayed

The group had its beginnings

Jessica, now 15. At one point during
the lengthy process when Barbara
had to be in Honduras, “Cathy flew

overnight and we had a brunch on

long before any of its members ever

down for a week during the paper

Sunday We did it in May and had

heard of Rosary Hill, or any other

work phase. When I was ready to

so much fun we just decided to

college, for that matter.

bring the girls home, Mary Bauer

keep doing it. Mary Bauer had an

“Myself, Cathy Carrigan and

flew down and helped me bring

in-ground pool so she had the

Linda Madlin knew each other from

them back. That’s how our group

summer party,” Cathy says.

high school at Keveny Academy in

is— a really intense support system,”

Cohoes,” an Albany suburb, Barbara

Barbara notes. Mary is the girls’

Morris relates. “In fact, Linda and

godmother.

“Then, there was the girls-only
weekend in the fall—just the origi
nal group— and we’ve held it in

I knew each other from elementary

different places over the years. Now

school. Chris Cashin was a year

Capital District and established a

things are a little more structured:

younger but she was also from

pediatric practice in picturesque

one gathering in May, another in the

Keveny and came to Rosary Hill the

Saratoga Springs. She and the twins

summer, and one in the fall. For

following year.”

live in nearby Gansevoort.

May we’ve discovered a large, 10-

There, they met Mary Bauer,

In 1993 Barbara returned to the

Growing up near Rochester,

bedroom lodge in Vermont, with an

who became Barbara’s roommate for

Mary Bauer had a choice of colleges.

indoor swimming pool and tennis

all four years. Mary Scime Murphy,

“My parents said I could go to

courts. Our summer tradition now

a non-commuting student from

school in Syracuse or Buffalo and

is a day at the races at the Saratoga

Buffalo her first two years, was

live there, or I could stay in

Raceway in August, followed by

Linda’s roommate.

Rochester, go to Nazareth, and have

dinner and a pool party at my

“I was looking for a relatively

a car... .1 wanted the experience of

small school. Buffalo was a good

living away from home. I looked at

The focal point of last May’s

distance from home and had an

other schools, but for me Rosary

weekend was the marriage of Mary

excellent pre-med program that

Hill was just the right thing to do.”

Scime Murphy’s son, Gregory, the

would also let me study liberal arts,”

first wedding among the group’s five

Barbara says.

house,” Cathy continues.

children.

She decided to major in sociolo
gy “because I thought I wanted to be

After graduation, Dr. Morris

a social worker and help people; it

earned her medical degree from the

was the height of the Vietnam War

about an hour’s drive of each other

Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse,

and I didn’t want to be a capitalist,”

in the Albany/Saratoga Springs/Glens

where she also did her pediatric

she laughs.

Falls area of eastern New York—

residency. A year’s fellowship at

Mary Fran being the “outsider” by

Children’s Hospital in Pittsburgh

living in Fairport, near Rochester.

followed.

Five of the six friends live within

At times she has hosted the group

From 1980-87 she developed and

Instead, after graduation she
went to work at Xerox in Rochester—
first in purchasing, and ultimately
in personnel— and later at a small

there. They’ve also journeyed to

directed a pediatric intensive care

high-tech company “until it went

Hartford, Connecticut, and Kansas

program at Hartford Hospital, fol

bankrupt.” A decade and more at

City, to weekend with Barbara

lowed by five years’ practice in pedi

Rochester Community Savings Bank

Morris, whose career in pediatric

atric intensive care in Kansas City.

followed before she became human

intensive care took her there in the

But, her support group was always

resources director for the Rochester

1980s and early ‘90s. Other gather

never more than a phone call away.

Catholic diocese.

ings have been held at a summer
home owned by Chris Cashin and

While there, Dr. Morris adopted
twin girls from Honduras, Sarah and

“It is an extremely interesting
position and is almost surreal, at

times, because we face the same
issues and challenges as a company,

with the State Health Department.
“It was a very good opportunity,”

was a glut in the market for teachers
and (school districts) didn’t even

but many times new pastors weren’t

she remembers. Now retired, Linda

bother to keep applications on file,”

trained to handle the business side

and her husband, John, live in

she remembers.

of a parish,” Mary Fran relates.

Cohoes.

Consequently, when the opportu

Mary Scime Murphy selected

Chris Trombley Cashin, a year

her hometown’s Rosary Hill because

younger than her friends, had a great

itself, “I applied, got it, and have

“I was committed to going to a

entrée into Rosary Hill, since three

been working here ever since.” Cathy

women’s school. I felt I could get

friends were already there. “I visited

currently manages a federal office in

nity for a federal position presented

the best education there and had

them at Rosary Hill and decided this

Glens Falls, but lives a little south, in

decided that education was the field

was the place for me,” she relates.

Mechanicville.

I wanted.”
After earning her English degree

But, it was more than being

“We’re all good friends, and the

reunited with childhood friends. “I

bonds we formed in high school and

at Rosary Hill, Mary went across

always liked history and government

college are lasting. It was a set of

town to Buffalo State College for her

and had a great history teacher in

shared values and how we’ve dealt

master’s in education. She did addi

high school. And, I always wanted

with things in the world.. .that makes

tional study at SUNY-Albany, earn

to teach history,” Chris says.

you keep coming back to your old

ing her state certification in reading.
Shortly after finishing at Buffalo

“I’ve been teaching ever since I
walked out in 1973,” first at

friends, even as you make new
friends,” Cathy says.

State, Mary relocated to Albany

Catholic schools in Cohoes and

“We laugh a lot and the group

with her husband, Dennis, who had

Schenectady, before joining the

helps us keep a perspective on what’s

been promoted to a new position

Voorheesville School District in

important, and we all had a great col

with the State Health Department’s

1985 to teach eighth grade history.

lege experience. It was just something

Bureau of Disease Control. They

She also earned a master’s degree in

about the small campus atmosphere

reside in Saratoga Springs and are the

political science from SUNY-Albany.

of the college,” Chris Cashin adds.

parents of two boys.
She notes that Barbara Morris

Chris and her husband, Michael,

“Our group is vital to my life, and

have a 13-year-old son, Conor,

I always derive great pleasure from

was a mentor to their son, Gregory,

and live in Albany. “I’ll probably

being together. We know each other

during his medical education. A new

teach at least until we send him off

very well, have very lively discus

physician, he married another doc

to college,” she laughs.

sions, we’re all about the same age,

tor, and the entire group attended
the wedding.
“We’re just a big family and are
always there for each other,” Mary
says.

Cathy Carrigan came to Rosary

all are Catholic, and we all appreciate

Hill with the idea of becoming an

each other’s friendship,” Mary Bauer

English teacher and believed the

continues.

College was a good place to begin

“We’re always there for each

fulfilling that goal. She also had

other, through thick and thin,

earned a scholarship that could

through divorce and adoption,

she came to Rosary Hill “because we

only be used at a Catholic school

watching the kids grow up— the

talked about it in high school and it

in New York. After earning her

oldest offspring is 30 and the

sounded like a good school, so I

English degree, Cathy continued

youngest is 13— and witnessed the

decided to apply.” She majored in

her education at Purdue University,

first wedding. We always support

education, did additional graduate

where she received a master’s degree

each other,” she adds.

work at SUNY-Albany and taught in

in American studies.

Linda Blais Madlin recalls that

a Catholic school for a time before
accepting an administrative position

“I taught briefly, but when I was
ready to teach permanently there

By D A L E ( . E N G L I S H
One of Dr. Ida M. Campagna’s pet
peeves, aside from sometimes
exasperating drugstore phone trees,
are pharmacy assistants who still
mistake her as an office assistant
rather than the doctor actually doing
the prescribing.
It’s a message that in the sup
posed age of enlightenment and
acceptance of women in professions
once thought reserved for men, old
stereotypes are a long time dying.
To some, medical doctors are still
supposed to be men, even in the
practice of obstetrics and gynecology.
Yet, for over 20 years, the 1969
Rosary Hill College graduate has
been a practicing gynecologist and
surgeon, once delivering babies at
the rate of one a day, and helping
hundreds of women - from pre-teens
through seniors - make informed
and timely decisions regarding
their health.
Dr. Campagna also places empha
sis on adolescent gynecology, the
preliminary stages of infertility diag
nosis and treatment, and colposcopy.
(The latter involves microscopic
examination for a particular sexually
transmitted virus sometimes found in
abnormal “pap” smears, that can lead
to cervical cancer if left untreated.)
“Between myself and my nurse
practitioner we do between four and
10 of those a week. They are terribly
important,” Dr. Campagna notes.
While fertility work encompasses
only a small segment of her practice,

it and her former obstetrical work
was enough to land Dr. Campagna
on the Oprah Winfrey Show some
years ago, draw a team of national
TV newspersons into her routine for
a day, and afford her a lengthy New
York Times interview.
A big part of Dr. Campagna’s
practice is surgery.
“I’ve always loved surgery and I
always wanted to deliver babies,”
she readily admits. “Some days you
operate from 8 in the morning to 8
in the evening. But, I still love the
O.R.” She also holds a clinical
instructor faculty position with the
University at Buffalo Medical School.
“In the O.R., you always have resi
dents assisting you,” she says.
Dr. Campagna is a strong believer
that women are in a far better posi
tion to deal with women’s health
issues than men, because they can
relate more directly to patients’
symptoms, problems, and concerns.
“When a man has his first
menstrual cramp, hot flash, or labor
pain, he can understand what
women go through. Until then,
women are superior,” she laughs,
showing her sometimes-impish sense
of good humor.
Dr. Campagna gave up delivering
babies three years ago; the demands
of newborns arriving “right now”
became too taxing. “I miss it, but
that’s a younger doctor’s job,” she
says, alluding to the countless night
roustings in all kinds of weather,

dashing out of an office full of nowstranded appointments, and endless
pager/cellphone summonses.
“Before cellphones all you had
was the pager and then you had to
find a pay phone if you were out
someplace. Did you ever try to find
a pay phone in a department store?”
she queries.
Although Dr. Campagna has
discontinued obstetrics, “We’re
busier than ever in the office,” she
says of her practice, which includes
a nurse practitioner and students
from Daemen and the University at
Buffalo, studying to be physician
assistants or nurse practitioners.
Her practice involves women of all
ages. “I see a lot of young girls and
frequently have to explain what an
ultrasound (examination) is to them.
Their mothers are usually more
apprehensive than the patients.”
Dr. Campagna describes her work
in fertility as “limited” and “prelimi
nary,” so when a patient requires
extensive counseling, she is referred
to a specialist. However, it was that
limited involvement that landed her
on Oprah’s show in the early ‘90s.
A 53-year-old post-menopausal
woman had been implanted, via
in-vitro fertilization, with an
embryo created by her son and
daughter-in-law. The woman, who
had undergone extensive prior treat
ment to reverse menopause so she
could nourish the embryo, carried
the fetus to term and delivered a
29

healthy child in Buffalo.
“I didn’t do the in-vitro fertiliza
tion; that procedure was done in
Pittsburgh. She came back to Buffalo
to have the baby and I delivered
her,” Dr. Campagna recalls.
A post-menopausal woman
giving birth to her own grandchild
was national news and landed the
family—along with Dr. Campagna—
on Oprah, national TV news, and
newspapers and magazines nation
wide. It also earned Dr. Campagna a
dose of papal hot water because the
Catholic Church does not sanction
in-vitro fertilization.
“I only took care of the mother; I
wasn’t involved in the procedure. I
can’t understand the Church’s posi
tion because the Church is so much
about life,” she declares, emphasiz
ing a long-held practice of never
passing judgment on how a pregnan
cy occurs. Her job was taking care of
mother and child.
“I agree with the Church as far as
abortion goes; I have never done an
abortion. But I can and do offer girls
the alternatives, and assistance, if
desired, with an adoption. However,
I can’t, and won’t, pass judgment on
a pregnancy,” Dr. Campagna affirms.
It is a firmly held position, well
rooted in her Catholic heritage and
upbringing, and nurtured at Rosary
Hill when the College was operated
in the Catholic tradition by the
Sisters of St. Francis. “All my career
I’ve had a very clear understanding
of medical ethics based in principles
learned at Rosary Hill,” Dr. Campagna
declares.
Dr. Campagna was born in 1945
on Buffalo’s West Side, as a middle
child bracketed by brothers. “We had
a very Italian father and in one way
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were like the Don Corleone family in
The Godfather because my father was
a wholesale importer of olive oil and
cheeses from Italy,” she recalls.
Those, and other perishable
foods, were sold to independent
grocers—“Buffalo had a lot of them
then”—from the old Elk Market
Terminal. As a girl, she remejnbers
sometimes calling on traders with

Avenues, and we lived there through
high school, when we moved to
Williamsville,” she recalls. St. Rose
of Lima’s elementary school, and
Holy Angels Academy, where Dr.
Campagna decided she wanted a
career in medicine, were within
walking distance. “Medical school
was always there, in my mind, since
high school,” she remembers, even

her father, and going with the family
to Buffalo’s Clinton-Bailey market on
the East Side, to buy groceries from
other wholesalers.
Describing her father as “welleducated and cultured,” she notes
that he once attended medical
school, but dropped out when family
and business responsibilities inter
vened. “My mother made him prom
ise to go back, but he never did,” Dr.
Campagna says.
The family lived for a time on
Prospect Avenue - D’Youville
College’s library now occupies the
site - but “When I was two or three
my parents bought a home in North
Buffalo near Starin and Voorhees

though “in the 1960s medical school
was considered ‘a man’s career,’ and
very few women were there. It wasn’t
until the 1970s that there was a
tremendous shift in that, particularly
in OB/GYN,” she recalls.
“At first I went to Niagara
University for the nursing program
but I didn’t like the commute and I
wanted more involvement in medi
cine,” Dr. Campagna continues.
A transfer to Rosary Hill’s pre-medical
program in biology and chemistry
followed and she graduated in 1969.
However, medical school had to wait.
“I married young, and was
alone with a daughter, 6, and an
infant to support,” Dr. Campagna

alumni section
allows. She accepted a job in genetic
research until finally entering UB
Medical School in 1975.
“I saved some money from work
and had been blessed with a very
supportive family. Working in genet
ic research was a very good back
ground for OB/GYN studies, which
were always in my plan,” she says.
After graduating from medical
school in 1979, she went to the
William Beaumont Hospital in Royal
Oak, Michigan, near Detroit, for a
four-year OB/GYN residency.
“When I started there women
were becoming more readily accept
ed into medical residency programs,
and for me it was a good fit. We were
not the pioneers but the next wave.
When I’d completed my residency in
1983 most OB/GYN programs were
50/50 between men and women.
In 1983, as a single parent
with two growing daughters, Dr.
Campagna accepted an opportunity
to practice in Corning. “The
recruiter guaranteed a salary, so it
sounded pretty good,” she notes.
But, she soon found being a sole
practitioner covering a practice 24/7
with no backup had serious draw
backs. And, Dr. Campagna had just
adopted an infant. “With a very
young child I wanted to be in a
group practice,” she relates.
After three years in Corning, such
an opportunity opened in Vermont
in 1986 and Dr. Campagna availed
herself of it. But, after a year, with
her father’s health declining - he
died two years later - Dr. Campagna
returned to Buffalo to help with his
care, and established her current
practice in 1987.
“I was very close to my father
and learned a lot from him, especially

in those last two years of his life such as where we came from in Italy,
and how my grandfather changed the
family name because he had been
adopted,” she explains.
Later, she was to lose her younger
brother, a pediatrician, and two
years ago Dr. Campagna’s mother
passed away. “After my brother died,
my mother just didn’t want to live
anymore. She died two years ago,”
she says.
Today Dr. Campagna’s oldest
daughter, Nena, 40, resides in North
Carolina with her family, which
includes Dr. Campagna’s two grand
daughters, while Mollie, 35, is in
business on Elmwood Avenue in
Buffalo. Samantha, whom Dr.
Campagna adopted in Corning 20
years ago, is a psychology student
working part-time in the practice.
Dr. Campagna has strong
feelings about the values and ethics
she experienced at Rosary Hill
because they have stood her well
throughout life.
“At Rosary Hill I was very happy
in a women’s Catholic environment.
I was raised in a very Catholic family
that protected us from some of life’s
changes Catholics don’t accept. But,
I have always had a very clear under
standing of medical ethics, and they
are based in the principles I learned
at Rosary Hill.
“When I went to Rosary Hill it
was in transition to co-ed - I think it
was my senior year before a man was
in my class - and at Niagara there
were very few men in nursing. That
allowed me to be more assertive,
because in classes going back as far
as the fourth grade boys dominated
and were much more aggressive than
girls. Why did the teachers let the

boys answer most of the questions?”
she asks.
It was a bone of contention to her
even as she visited her daughters’
classrooms years later, something
Dr. Campagna could not allow to go
unaddressed during parent-teacher
conferences.
Dr. Campagna also enjoys an
active life outside medicine, begin
ning with collecting antiques.
“I’ve got a 4,000-square-foot
house and it’s filled with antiques,”
she grins. “I go to estate sales, auc
tions, and there’s a big antique mall
in Canandaigua. I ride my bike occa
sionally, and sometimes I do theater.
I did Diva by Diva with Mary Kate
O’Connell for a couple of years, and
I give talks to women’s groups when
I’m invited,” she points out. And,
each year she’s an attending doctor at
Buffalo’s Breast Cancer Walk.
“And, I’m an astronomically good
cook!” Dr. Campagna exclaims. She
recalls “sampling stuffed hot peppers
in every restaurant in Buffalo where
they’re on the menu. Then I went
home and devised my own recipe.”
Last June she and her partner,
Allan, took what Dr. Campagna
describes as “my first real vacation
in 20 years,” a cruise to Alaska.
“It was absolutely amazing to see
this vast wilderness, the moose and
the bears, and the fog rising over Mt.
McKinley. It was very exhilarating,”
she recalls.
Retire? No such thing—at least
not in the immediate future.
“I don’t feel 60 at all. I feel I have
another 10 years in me, at least. I’m
in good health, keep extremely active,
and I just have fun,” she declares. “I
love my patients and have a wonder
ful relationship with them.”
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Adm inistrators Association of
New York State. As the New York
State award winner, Brian is also
eligible for the National Elementary
School Principal of the Year award.
Brian is currently the principal of
the Westmoreland Road Elementary
School in W hitesboro, NY.

60s
Mary Anne Kermis, ’68,
Chemistry, has been appointed
the new superintendent of the
Spencerport School District in
New York State.

70s
Carol B. Sm ith, ’75,
English, exchanged
wedding vows w ith Anthony
Cardinale on April 2, 2005. The
couple will make their hom e
in Buffalo after traveling to
Jerusalem.
Paul H ettich, ’76, Business,
chief financial officer of BryLin
Hospital in Buffalo, NY, was
recently nam ed to the board of
directors for Upstate New York
Transplant Services, Inc.
Brian M cQueen, ’77, Education,
has been selected as the 20042005 Elementary School Principal
of the Year by the School
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C hristine Kloch Smyczynski,
’79, Business, has been a free
lance writer for the past several
years. Her first book, Western
New York, An Explorer’s Guide:
From Niagara Falls to the Western
Finger Lakes Region came out in
June 2005. It is the first and only
comprehensive travel guide to
W estern New York.

Renee Martino
|Luchowski, ’86, Business,
and her husband, Mark,
celebrate the birth of their
son, Joseph Anthony.
Joseph was bom on April 12, 2004.
Renee works as a Systems Analyst
for American Greetings.
Dr. Jennifer Gurske De
Perio, ’89, Physical
Therapy, married Jamie De Perio
on May 28, 2005 in Webster, NY.
Jennifer is currendy an orthopaedic
surgery resident with the University
of Buffalo Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery Jamie works for the Catholic
Health System in Sister’s Hospital as
a laboratory manager. They make
their home in Williamsville, NY.

Cynthia M ullen, ’89,
Accounting, has worked for the
New York State Police for 18
years. She is also a retired Master
Sergeant from the U.S. Army
Reserves after serving for 22 years.

90s
Tjwana D ennis-Jenkins, ’90,
H istory & G overnm ent, and
her husband, Keith, have two
children, Nicole and Brandon.
They have been m arried since
April 8, 2000. Tjwana is
entering her tenth year as a
registered nurse. She has fond
memories of working part time
in the Marian Library.
M ichelle AlbrechtSteffens, ’92,
Accounting, and
her husband, Harry,
announce the birth
of their third child. On June 4,
2004, Michael Harrison was
born. Michael joins his sister,
Carolynn Suzanne, who is
three years old and his brother
James Paul, who is two years old.
Michael Drumm, ’92,
Psychology, and
Michele Cushm an
Drumm, ’91,

t

H um anities,
announce the birth of their
son, Conor Quinn, born on
November 19, 2004.

Denise Comell-Grossman, ’94,
Social Work, is currently Director
of Social Services at a nursing
home. Denise married Steven
Grossman in 1994.
Carolyn Conhiser
Andrews, ’95, Special
Education, and her hus
band, Steven, celebrate
the birth of Jordan
Edward, born on May 15, 2005.
Jordan joins his four-year-old
brother, Travis.
Laurie Imiola Josey, ’95,
Elementary Education,
and her husband, Marty,
announce the birth of
their first child, Christian
David, born on January 9, 2005.
, ,

Stephanie Garey
Martino, ’95, Physical
k Therapy, gave birth to
J her third child, Anthony

Joseph Jr. on August 9,
2004. He joins his two sisters,
Samantha and Alexis.
Jody Sanderson Baldwin, ’97,
Psychology, is currently Vice
President of Training and
Development for Mirror
Enterprise, Inc. She is also Vice
President/President elect for
Executive Women International.
She married Keith Baldwin on
June 26, 1999. They have two
children, Noah Scott, born on

December 12, 2000 and Amelia
Katherine, born on December
21, 2004.
Melissa Jasen Freda,
’97, Education, married
Marc Freda on July 16, 2005.
Melissa is teaching second grade
at Cleveland Hill Elementary
School. Marc is a science teacher
at Sweet Home Middle School.
After traveling to Mexico, they
will make their home in
Cheektowaga, NY.
Michael Giralamo, ’97,
Physical Therapy, and
Elizabeth Roberts were married
June 11, 2005. Michael is a clini
cal representative with Guidant
Corporation and Elizabeth is a
pharmacist for CVS Pharmacy.
They make their home in
Orchard Park, NY.
Michele Stellricht
Harver, ’97, Physical
Therapy, married Kevin Harver on
April 23, 2005. Together they make
their home in Richmond, VA.
Lynn Bubar Neeson, ’98,
Physical Therapy, married
John Neeson on February 19, 2005.
Lynn works at Olean General
Hospital as a physical therapist.
Katie Hill Carter, ’99,
Physical Therapy,
works as a pediatric
physical therapist for
Stepping Stones

Therapeutics of Grand Island,
NY and Rainbow Preschool in
Albion, NY. She married Shawn
Carter on November 2, 2003. They
have a baby girl, Cori Marie, bom
on April 6, 2005.
Scott Gretch, ’99,
Graphic Design,
exchanged nuptial vows with
Joelle Plantling on July 2, 2005.
Scott teaches art at Harris Hill
Elementary School in Clarence,
NY. Joelle is a teaching assistant
at Cheektowaga Central High
School. The couple will make
their home in Depew, NY.
Gena Mattiaccio
Monahan, ’99, Physical
Therapy, married John Monahan
on September 4, 2004. Gena is
employed at McGuire Group
based at Harris Hill Nursing
Facility. They make their home
in Williamsville, NY.
Kerry Burke O’Hara,
’99, Psychology, gave
birth to a baby girl,
Vivienne Margaux, on
September 11, 2004.
Jennifer Rickard Pachol,
’99, Physical Therapy,
and Eric Pachol were married
June 4, 2005. Jennifer is a physi
cal therapist at Brooks Memorial
Hospital in Dunkirk, NY. They
make their home in Fredonia, NY.
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Keep your classmates informed of major life
changes - engagements, marriages, children,
career changes, promotions, educational
achievements /certifications /licenses, etc.
Send your non-returnable 35mm
photograph indicating your name (including
name while attending the College), class
year, and what the picture indicates so that
we can properly identify it in Daemen Today.
Digital photos may be acceptable quality
if they are originally shot at maximum camera
resolution or scanned from 35mm prints at
a resolution of 300 ppi (pixels-per-inch).
Jpeg file format is recommended. Jpeg
photos can be sent as an e-mail attachment
to: pjustin@daemen.edu, along with appro

Kristin Tommell
Gallagher, ’00, Physical
Therapy, and Brian Gallagher
were married on October 22, 2004.
The couple lives in Croton-onHudson, NY.
Lt. Robert Johnessee, ’00,
Business Administration, was
promoted to Captain on July 1,
2005. Captain Johnessee entered
the Marine Corps in October,
2000. He just returned from his
second deployment to Iraq where
he served as security aid to
General Joseph Dunford.
Jennifer Rizzo Hatfield,
’01, Graphic Design,
and Patrick Hatfield were married
on July 9, 2005. Jennifer is an art
teacher in Depew High School
and is pursuing a master’s degree
in art education at Buffalo State
College. Patrick is a sales repre
sentative of Curbell Plastics &
Electronics. They make their
home in Williamsville, NY.

priate identification and announcement text.
You can also submit dassnotes online at the
Alumni website: www.daemen.edu/alumni/.
If we notice your listing in the newspaper,

Eric Weisz, ’01,
Administrative Studies,
and Carrie Stones Weisz, ’01, Business,
were married October 23, 2004.

Orchard Park Central School
District. They will live in
Cheektowaga, NY after a trip to
Florida and a Caribbean cruise.
Jeffrey Kirchmyer, ’02, Physical
Therapy, and Anthony Goode, ’02,
Physical Therapy, opened
ProActive Sports Rehab Center.
Together they will operate their
first office, which is located in
Hamburg, NY.
Kelly Black Moore, ’02,
Biology, and Jeremy Moore
were married on July 9, 2005. Kelly
is a teacher in the Williamsville
School District and Jeremy is
employed by Summit Construction
Group. They will live in Lancaster
after a trip to St. Lucia.
Timothy Musielak, ’02,
Psychology, and Pia
Baldo, ’03, Physician
Assistant, are engaged to be
married. Their wedding is being
planned for August 5, 2006.
Timothy is currently an addictions
counselor at Horizon Health
Services. Pia is a cardiology
physician assistant with Buffalo
Cardiology and Pulmonary
Associates.

we will send you a notice congratulating
you and asking if you wish your news to be
announced in the next issue of Daemen
Today. Your response will allow us to share
your good news with your fellow alumni.

Stacey Kraft Kalenik,
’02, English, married
Peter Kalenik on July 9, 2005.
Stacey is an English teacher at
Mount Mercy Academy and Peter
teaches mathematics in the

Michele Wahl Socha, ’02,
Special Education, and
David Socha were married on
May 27, 2005. They make their
home in Valencia, CA.

Amanda Staniszewski,

Tiffany Matuszewski

University/Hamot School of
Anesthesia with a master of

’02, Physical Therapy,

DeMeester, ’03,

announces her engage

Education, married Scott DeMeester

science degree in nursing. Michael

ment to Jeffrey Smith. Amanda is a

on July 2, 2005. Tiffany is attend

has successfully completed the

physical therapist at Wedgewood

ing Kennesaw University for a

national certification exam for
nurse anesthetists and has

Health Care Center. Her fiancé

master’s degree in education and

served in the U.S. Army for three

teaches in Cobb County School

accepted a position as a CRNA

years and is employed by the

District in Georgia. Scott is an

with Battle Creek Anesthesia

Niagara County Sheriffs Department.

officer in the City of Atlanta Police

Associates in Battle Creek, MI.

Department. They will be at
Valerie Pempsell Stilb,

home in Woodstock, GA.

Erik Iverson, ’04, Physical
Therapy, recently joined the

’02, Physician Assistant,
married Brandon Stilb on June

Yvette Friday, ’03, Social Work,

Physical Therapy staff at

18, 2005. Valerie is a physician

received her master of social work

Bertrand Chaffee Hospital.

assistant in Roswell Park Cancer

Degree on May 6, 2005 from the

He and his wife currently

Institute. Brandon is a research

University of Illinois at Chicago,

reside in Cheektowaga, NY

technician in the University at

Jane Addams College of Social

but anticipate relocating to

Buffalo Biology Department.

Work. She currently lives in

Holland, NY, where they

After taking a Hawaiian cruise,

Wurzburg, Germany.

recently purchased property.

noNssvi)

dp

they will live in Amherst, NY.
Michael James Petsch, ’03, Nursing,
recently graduated from Gannon

................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Keep us informed! You can appear in the next (lass Notes!

The Alumni Relations Office wants to keep in touch with you, our Alumni. Your input allows us to provide you with
better services. Fill out the form below on both sides and drop it in the mail to us; we look forward to hearing from you.

€

Send to: Alumni Relations Office, 4 3 8 0 Main Street, Amherst NY 14226 (You may also do this online at www.daemen.edu/alumni).
Current Name: ___________________________________
Name while attending College:

Class Year:

Course of Study:

Current Address (is this a new address?):
City/State/Zip:_________________________
Day p h o n e:____________________________
Please call me:

□ Day

□ Evening

Evening phone:
Preferred email:

J o b News -announce that promotion or jo b change (including retirement) that you have worked so hard to earn. Let your classmates
and fellow alum know of your achievements.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Amy E. Wesoloski, ’04, Accounting,

In Memoriam

was named to the General Services

Mary E. Boule, ’71, English, died
on June 23, 2005. She was a poetess,

Department at Dopkins &

Helen M. Pacini Rossetti,

Company, LLP Certified Public

Sociology ’58, passed away on

Accountants and Consultants.

June 25, 2005. Helen briefly

kids and everyone’s favorite

taught third grade at St. Gerard’s

cheerleader, mother and friend.

songwriter, balladeer, gardener,
kool-aid mom to a generation of

Jennifer Smigiera

School in Buffalo. For more than 20

Misechok, ’05, Physician

years, she taught religious education

Rev. Annie Hargrave Pinn, ’71,

Assistant, and Dennis Misechok

at St. Gregory the Great Church,

Medical Records, pastor of

were married on June 4, 2005. They

Infant of Prague Church and the

Mount Zion AME Church for 10

make their home in Sloan, NY.

West Seneca Development Center.

years, died June 13, 2005. She is

As a member of the Pastoral Care

survived by two daughters, two

' Karen Nicoll Niewczyk,

Ministry at St. Gregory’s as a

sons, three sisters, two brothers,

Eucharistic minister, she was a

five grandchildren and two great

nurse in the neonatal intensive

frequent visitor to the sick and

grandchildren.

care unit of Women and Children’s

elderly. She was also a member of

Hospital and Timothy Niewczyk, a

the ecumenical team Kairos that

programmer/analyst for DRS EW

conducted prayer sessions for

& Network Systems, were married

prison inmates. In addition to her

June 9, 2005. The couple lives in

husband of 46 years, survivors

Hamburg, NY.

include three daughters, three

’05, Nursing, a registered

■M

sons and 10 grandchildren.

M arriages - we are honored to announce the marriages of our alumni - many alum are marrying each other!

Births - your child(ren) can jo in our Baby Bear Club if you tell us when they were bom . We’ll send the child a letter and a
Daemen College Baby Bear. _______ ___________________ ____________________________________________________ _____________

Memorials - tell us of the recent death of an alum or friend of the college.

Change of Address - let us know where you are - we reconnect many friends to rekindle old friendships, help reunite sororities/
fraternities, social clubs, etc. We can’t put your old friends in touch with you if we can’t find you!

Fond Memories - one event (or many) which you remember from your College experience. Send a message out to your friends!

Groundbreaking - Marion Library, May 17, 1954
Reverend John B. O’Malley, Chaplain of the College, with altar
boys, prepares to perform the ceremony. In observance were
members of the Mother’s Club of Rosary Hill. Inset: the build
ing takes shape over the summer months.

iOMLTM

Judge Cassata before a mural designed by Daemen a rt students
IN LIVIN G C O LO R : Tonawanda, New York C ity C ou rt Judge Joseph J, Cassata now presides before a wall mural designed and painted by Daemen art students Kathryn Belliotti,
Heather Lee, and Korey Downey. The work, entitled "City C ou rt Heritage,” was completed under the guidance o f Daemen Professor o f A rt James A. Allen. Judge Cassata, who
has been in public service for 33 years, said, "I wanted to do something for my court, that the City o f "Tonawanda could enjoy and share after I retire. And this is not only beauti
ful to look at, it is specific to the Town ofTonawanda”
The Daemen students and Professor Alien spent about a month painting the mural, which incorporates imagery from the City o f Tonawanda corporate seal: a wooden ship
floating on the Niagara Riven surrounded by a flag motif.
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